
The LIMSI partiipation to the QAst trakSophie Rosset, Olivier Galibert, Gilles Adda, Eri BilinskiSpoken Language Proessing Group, LIMSI-CNRS, B.P. 133, 91403 Orsay edex, Frane{firstname.lastname}�limsi.frAbstratIn this paper, we present twe two di�erent question-answering systems on speeh tran-sripts whih partiipated to the QAst 2007 evaluation. These two systems are basedon a omplete and multi-level analysis of both queries and douments. The �rst sys-tem uses handrafted rules for small text fragments (snippet) seletion and answerextration. The seond one replaes the handrafting with an automatially generatedresearh desriptor. A sore based on those desriptors is used to selet doumentsand snippets. The extration and soring of andidate answers is based on proximitymeasurements within the researh desriptor elements and a number of seondary fa-tors. The evaluation results are ranged from 17% to 39% as auray depending onthe tasks.Categories and Subjet DesriptorsH.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval℄: H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing; H.3.3 InformationSearh and Retrieval; H.3.4 Systems and SoftwareGeneral TermsMeasurement, Performane, ExperimentationKeywordsQuestion answering, speeh transriptions of meeting and letures1 IntrodutionIn the QA and Information Retrieval domains progress has been demonstrated via evaluationampaigns for both open domain and limited domains [1, 2, 3℄. In these evaluations systemsare presented with independent questions and should provide one answer extrated from textualdata to eah question. Reently, there has been growing interest in extrating information frommultimedia data suh as meetings, letures... Spoken data is di�erent from textual data in variousways. The grammatial struture of spontaneous speeh is quite di�erent from written disourseand inlude various types of dis�uenies. The leture and interative meeting data provided inQAst evaluation are partiularly di�ult due to run-on sentenes and interruptions. Most of theQA systems use a omplete and heavy syntati and semanti analysis of both the question andthe doument or snippets given by searh engine in whih the answer has to be found. Suhanalysis an't reliably be performed on the data we are interested in. Typial textual QA systemsare omposed of question analysis, information retrieval and answer extration omponents [1, 4℄.The answer extration omponent is quite omplex and involves natural language analysis, patternmathing and sometimes even logial inferene [5℄. Most of these natural language tools are notdesigned to handle spoken phenomena. 1



In this paper, we present the arhiteture of the two QA systems developed in LIMSI for the QAstevaluation. Our QA systems are part of an interative and bilingual (English and Frenh) QAsystem alled Ritel [6℄ whih spei�ally addressed speed issues. The following setions present thedouments and queries pre-proessing and the non-ontextual analysis whih are ommon to bothsystems. The setion 3 desribes the older system (System 1). Setion 4 presents the new system(System 2). Setion 5 �nally presents the results for these two systems on both development andtest data.2 Analysis of douments and queriesUsually, the syntati/semanti analysis is di�erent for the doument and for the query; ourapproah is to perform the same omplete and multilevel analysis on both queries and douments.There are several reasons for this. First of all, the system has to deal with both transribed speeh(transriptions of meetings and letures, user utteranes) and text douments, so there should be aommon analysis that takes into aount the spei�ities of both data types. Moreover, inorretanalysis due to the lak of ontext or limitations of hand-oded rules are likely to happen onboth data types, so using the same strategy for doument and utterane analysis helps to reduetheir negative impat. In order to use the same analysis module for all kinds of data, we shouldtransform the query and the douments, whih may ome from di�erent modality (text, manualtransripts, automati transripts) in order to have a ommon representation of the sentene,word, et. This proess is the normalization.2.1 NormalizationNormalization, in our appliation, is the proess by whih raw texts are onverted to a text formwhere words and numbers are unambiguously delimited, puntuation is separated from words,and the text is split into sentene-like segments (or as lose to sentenes as is reasonably possi-ble). Di�erent normalization steps are applied, depending of the kind of input data; these steps are:1. Separating words and numbers from puntuation.2. Reonstruting orret ase for the words.3. Adding puntuation.4. Splitting into sentenes at period marks.In the QAst evaluation, four data types are of interest:
• CHIL letures [7℄ with manual transriptions, where manual puntuations are separated fromwords. Only the splitting step is needed.
• CHIL letures with automati transriptions [8℄. Requires adding puntuation and splitting.
• AMI meetings [9℄ manual transriptions. The transriptions had been texti�ed, with pun-tuation joined to the words, �rst words sentenes upper-ased, et. Requires all the stepsexept adding puntuation.
• AMI meetings with automati transriptions [10℄. Laking ase, they required the last 3steps.Reonstruting the ase and adding puntuation is done in the same proess based on using a fully-ased, puntuated language model [11℄. A word graph was built overing all the possible variants(all possible puntuations added between words, all possible word ases), and a 4-gram languagemodel was used to selet the most probable hypothesis. The language model was estimated onHouse of Commons Daily Debates, �nal edition of the European Parliament Proeedings andvarious newspapers arhives. The �nal result, with upperase only on proper nouns and wordslearly separated by white-spaes, is then passed to the non-ontextual analysis.



2.2 Non ontextual analysis moduleThe analysis is onsidered non-ontextual beause eah sentene is proessed in isolation. Thegeneral objetive of this analysis is to �nd the bits of information that may be of use for searhand extration, whih we all pertinent information hunks. These an be of di�erent ategories:named entities, linguisti entities (e.g. verbs, prepositions), or spei� entities (e.g. sores). Allwords that do not fall into suh hunks are automatially grouped into hunks via a longest-math strategy. Some examples of pertinent information hunks are given in Figure 1. In thefollowing setions, the types of entities handled by the system are desribed, along with how theyare reognized._prep in _org NIST _NN metadata evaluations _verb reported _NN speaker traking_sore error rates _aux are _prep about _val_sore 15 %Figure 1: Examples of pertinent information hunks from the CHIL data olletion2.2.1 De�nition of EntitiesFollowing ommonly adopted de�nitions, the named entities are expressions that denote loations,people, ompanies, times, and monetary amounts. These entities have ommonly known andaepted names. For example if the ountry Frane is a named entity, �apital of Frane� is not anamed entity. However our experiene is that the information present in the named entities is notsu�ient to analyze the wide range of user utteranes that an be found in letures or meetingstransripts. Therefore we de�ned a set of spei� entities in order to ollet all observed informationexpressions ontained in a orpus questions and texts from a variety of soures (proeedings,transripts of letures, dialogs et.). Figure 2 summarizes the di�erent entity types that are used.Type of entities Exampleslassial pers: Romano Prodi ; Winston Churhillnamed entities prod: Pulp Fition ; Titanitime: third entury ; 1998 ; June 30thorg: European Commission ; NATOlo: Cambridge ; Englandextended method: HMM, Gaussian mixture modelnamed entities event: the 9th onferene on speeh ommuniation and tehnologyamount: 500 ; two hundred and �fty thousandmeasure: year ; mile ; Hertzolor red, spring greenquestion markers Qpers: who wrote... ; who direted TitaniQlo: where is IBMQmeasure: what is the weight of the blue spoon headsetlinguisti hunk ompound: language proessing ; information tehnologyverb: Roberto Martinez now knows the full size of the taskadj_omp: the mirophones would be similar to ...adj_sup: the biggest produer of ooa of the worldFigure 2: Examples of the main entity types2.2.2 Automati detetion of typed entitiesThe types we need to detet orrespond to two levels of analysis: named-entity reognition andhunk-based shallow parsing. Various strategies for named-entity reognition using mahine learn-



ing tehniques have been proposed [12, 13, 14℄. In these approahes, a statistially pertinentoverage of all de�ned types and subtypes indued the need of a large number of ourrenes,and therefore rely on the availability of large annotated orpora whih are di�ult to build. Rule-based approahes to named-entity reognition (e.g. [15℄) rely on morphosyntati and/or syntatianalysis of the douments. However, in the present work, performing this sort of analysis is notfeasible: the speeh transriptions are too noisy to allow for both aurate and robust linguistianalysis based on typial rules and the proessing time of most of existing linguisti analyzers isnot ompatible with the high speed we require.We deided to takle the problem with rules based on regular expressions on words as in otherworks [16℄: we allow the use of lists for initial detetion, and the de�nition of loal ontexts andsimple ategorizations. The tool used to implement the rule-based automati annotation system isalled Wmath. This engine mathes (and substitutes) regular expressions using words as the baseunit instead of haraters. This property allows for a more readable syntax than traditional regularexpressions and enables the use of lasses (lists of words) and maros (sub-expressions in-line ina larger expression). Wmath inludes also NLP-oriented features like strategies for prioritizingrule appliation, reursive substitution modes, word tagging (for tags like noun, verb...), wordategories (number, aronym, proper name...). It has multiple input and output formats, inludingan XML-based one for interoperability and to allow haining of instanes of the tool with di�erentrule sets. Rules are pre-analyzed and optimized in several ways, and stored in ompat format inorder to speed up the proess. Analysis is multi-pass, and subsequent rule appliations operateon the results of previous rule appliations whih an be enrihed or modi�ed. The full analysisomprises some 50 steps and takes roughly 4 ms on a typial user utterane (or doument sentene).The analysis provides 96 di�erent types of entities. Figure 3 shows an example of the analysis ona query (top) and on a transription (bottom).
<_Qorg> whih organization </_Qorg> <_ation> provided </_ation>
<_det> a </_det> <_NN> signi�ant amount </_NN>

<_prep> of </_prep> <_NN> training data </_NN> <_punt> ? </_punt>
<_pro> it </_pro> <_verb> 's </_verb> <_adv> just </_adv>
<_prep_omp> sort of </_prep_omp> <_det> a </_det>
<_NN> very pale </_NN> <_olor> blue </_olor> <_onj> and </_onj>
<_det> a </_det> <_adj> light-up </_adj> <_olor> yellow </_olor>
<_punt> . </_punt>Figure 3: Example annotation of a query: whih organization provided a signi�ant amount oftraining data ? (top) and of a transription it's just sort of a very pale blue (bottom).3 Question-Answering System 1The Question-Answering system handles searh in douments of any types (news artiles, webdouments, transribed broadast news, et.). For speed reasons, the douments are all availableloally and preproessed: they are �rst normalized, and then analyzed with the NCA module.The (type, values) pairs are then managed by a speialized indexer for quik searh and retrieval.This somewhat bag-of-typed-words system [6℄ works in three steps:1. Doument query lists reation. Using the entities found in the question, we generatea doument query, and a ordered list of handrafted bak-o� queries. These queries areobtained by relaxing some of the onstraints on the presene of the entities, using a relativeimportane ordering (Named entity > NN > adj_omp > ation > subs ...)



2. Snippet retrieval: we submit eah query, aording to their rank, to the indexation server,and stop as soon as we get doument snippets (sentene or small groups of onseutivesentenes) bak.3. Answer extration and seletion: the detetion of the answer type has been extratedbeforehand from the question, using Question Marker, Named, Non-spei� and ExtendedEntities o-ourrenes (_Qwho → _pers or _pers_def or _org). Therefore, we selet theentities in the snippets with the expeted type of the answer. At last, a lustering of theandidate answers is done, based on frequenies. The most frequent answer wins, and thedistribution of the ounts gives an idea of the on�dene of the system in the answer.4 Question-Answering System 2System 1 has three main problems:
• The bak-o� queries lists require a large amount of maintenane work and will never overall of the ombinations of entities whih may be found in the questions.
• The answer seletion uses only frequenies of ourrene, often ending up with lists of �rst-rank andidate answers with the same sore.
• The system answering speed diretly depends on the number of snippets to retrieve whihmay sometimes be very large. To limit the number of snippets is not easy, as they are notranked aording to pertinene.A new system, System 2 has been designed to solve these problems. We have kept the three stepsdesribed in setion 3, with some major hanges. In step 1, instead of instantiating doumentqueries from a large number of preexisting handrafted rules (about 5000), we generate a researhdesriptor using a very small set of rules (about 10); this desriptor ontains all the neededinformation about the entities and the answer types, together with weights. In step 2, a sore isalulated from the proximity between the researh desriptor and the doument and snippets, inorder to hoose the most relevant ones. In step 3, the answer is seleted aording to a sore whihtakes into aount many di�erent features and tuning parameters, whih allow an automati ande�ient adaptation.4.1 Researh Desriptor generationThe �rst step of System 2 is to build a researh desriptor (data desriptor reord, DDR) whihontains the important elements of the question, and the possible answer types with assoiatedweight. Some elements are marked as ritial, whih makes them mandatory in future steps, whileothers are seondary. The element extration and weighting is based on a empirial lassi�ationof the element types in importane levels. Answer types are predited through rules based onombinations of elements of the question. The Figure 4 shows an example of a DDR.4.2 Douments and snippets seletion and soringEah of the doument is sored with geometri mean of the number of ourrenes of all the DDRelements whih appear in it. Using a geometri mean prevents from resaling problems due tosome elements being naturally more frequent. The douments are sorted by sore and the n-bestones are kept. The speed of the entire system an be ontrolled by hoosing n, the whole systembeing in pratie io-bound rather than pu-bound.The seleted douments are then loaded and all the lines in a prede�ned window (2-10 linesdepending on question types) from the ritial elements are kept, reating snippets. Eah snippetis sored using the geometrial mean of the number of ourrenes of all the DDR elements whihappear in the snippet, smoothed with the doument sore.



{question: in whih ompany Bart works as a projet manager ?ddr:{ w=1, ritial, pers, Bart},{ w=1, ritial, NN, projet manager },{ w=1, seondary, ation, works },answer_type = {{ w=1.0, type=orgof },{ w=1.0, type=organisation },{ w=0.3, type=lo },{ w=0.1, type=aronym },{ w=0.1, type=np },}Figure 4: Example of a DDR onstruted from the question in whih ompany Bart works as aprojet manager; eah element ontains a weight w, their importane for future steps, and the pair(type,value); eah possible answer type ontains a weight w and the type of the answer.4.3 Answer extration, soring and lusteringIn eah snippet all the elements whih type is one of the predited possible answer types areandidate answers. We assoiate to eah andidate answer A a sore S(A):
S(A) =
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∑
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(1)In whih:

• d(e, A) is the distane to eah element e of the snippet, instantiating a searh element E ofthe DDR
• Cs is the number of ourrenes of A in the extrated snippets, Cd in the whole doumentolletion
• Ssnip is the extrated snippet sore (see 4.2)
• w(A) is the weight of the answer type and w(E) the weight of the element E in the DDR
• α, β, γ and δ are tuning parameters estimated by systemati trials on the development data.

α, β, γ ∈ [0, 1] and δ ∈ [−1, 1]An intuitive explanation of the formula is that eah element of the DDR adds to the sore of theandidate (∑E) proportionally to its weight (w(E)) and inversely proportionally to its distane ofthe andidate(d(e, A)). If multiple instane of the element are found in the snippet only the bestone is kept (maxe=E). The sore is then smoothed with the snippet sore (Ssnip) and ompensatedin part with the andidate frequeny in all the douments (Cd) and in the snippets (Cs).The sores for idential (type,value) pairs are added together and give the �nal soring for all thepossible andidate answers.5 EvaluationIn this setion, we present the results obtained in the four tasks. T1 and T2 tasks were omposedof an idential set of 98 questions; T3 task was omposed of a di�erent set of 96 questions and T4task of a subset of 93 questions. Table 1 show the overall results with the 3 measures used in thisevaluation. We submitted two runs, one for eah system, for eah of the four tasks. As requiredby the evaluation proedure, a maximum of 5 answers per question was provided.Globally, we an see that System 2 gets better results than System 1. The improvement of theReall (9-11%) observed on T1, and T3 tasks for System 2 illustrates that automati generation



Task System A. MRR ReallT1 Sys1 32.6% 0.37 43.8%Sys2 39.7% 0.46 57.1%T2 Sys1 20.4% 0.23 28.5%Sys2 21.4% 0.24 28.5%T3 Sys1 26.0% 0.28 32.2%Sys2 26.0% 0.31 41.6%T4 Sys1 18.3% 0.19 22.6%Sys2 17.2% 0.19 22.6%Table 1: General Results. Sys1 System 1; Sys2 System 2; A. is the auray, MRR is the MeanReiproal Rank and Reall the total number of orret answers in the 5 returned answersof doument/snippet queries greatly improves the overage as ompared to handrafted rules.System 2 did not perform better than System 1 on the T2 task. Further analysis is needed tounderstand why.The di�erent modules we an evaluate are the analysis module, the passage retrieval and theanswer extration. The passage retrieval is easier to evaluate for System 2 beause it is a ompleteseparate module, whih is not the ase in the System 1. The Table 2 give the results on thepassage retrieval in two onditions: with a limitation of the number of passages at 5 and withoutlimitation. The diferene between the Reall on the snippets (how often the answer is presentin the seleted snippets) and the QA Auray show that the extration and the soring of theanswer has a reasonnable margin for improvement. The di�erene between the snippet Reall andits Auray (from 26 to 38% for the no limit ondition) illustrates that the snippet soring anbe improved. Passage limit = 5 Passage without limitTask A. MRR Reall A. MRR ReallT1 44.9% 0.52 67.3% 44.9% 0.53 71.4%T2 29.6% 0.36 46.9% 29.6% 0.37 57.0%T3 30.2% 0.37 47.9% 30.2% 0.38 68.8%T4 18.3% 0.22 31.2% 18.3% 0.24 51.6%Table 2: Results for Passage Retrieval for System 2. Passage 5 the maximum of passage numberis 5; Passage without limit there is no limit for the passage number; A. is the auray, MRR isthe Mean Reiproal Rank and Reall the total number of orret answers in the returned answersOne of the key uses of the analysis results is routing the question whih is determining a roughlass for the type of the answer (language, loation, ...). The results of the routing omponent aregiven in Table 3 with details by answer ategory. Two questions of T1/T2 and three of T3/T4were not routed.We observed large di�erenes with the results obtained on the development data, in partiu-larly with the method, olor and time ategories. The analysis module has been built on orpusobservations and it seems to be too dependant on the development data. That an explain theabsene of major di�erenes between System 1 and System 2 for the T1/T2 tasks. Most of thewrongly routed questions have been routed to the generi answer type lass. In System 1 thislass selets spei� entities (method, models, system, language...) over the other entity types forthe possible answers. In System 2 no suh adaptation to the task has been done and all possibleentity types have equal priority.



All LAN LOC MEA MET ORG PERT1/T2 % Corret 72% 100% 89% 75% 17% 95% 89%# Questions 98 4 9 28 18 20 9T3/T4 % Corret 80% 100% 93% 83% - 85% 80%# Questions 96 2 14 12 - 13 15TIM SHA COL MATT1/T2 % Corret 80% - - -# Questions 10 - - -T3/T4 % Corret 71% 89% 73% 50%# Questions 14 9 11 6Table 3: Routing evaluation. All: all questions; LAN: language; LOC: loation; MEA: measure;MET: method/system; ORG: organization; PER: person; TIM: time; SHAP: shape; COL: olour.6 Conlusion and future workWe presented the Question Answering systems used for our partiipation to the QAst evaluation.Two di�erent systems have been used for this partiipation. The two main hanges betweenSystem 1 and System 2 are the replaement of the large set of hand made rules by the automatigeneration of a researh desriptor, and the addition of an e�ient soring of the andidate answers.The results show that the System 2 outperforms the System 1. The main reasons are:1. Better generiity through the use of a kind of expert system to generate the researh de-sriptors.2. More pertinent answer soring using proximities whih allows a smoothing of the results.3. Presene of various tuning parameters whih enable the adaption of the system to the variousquestion and doument types.These systems have been evaluated on di�erent data orresponding to di�erent tasks. Onthe manually transribed letures, the best result is 39% for Auray, on manually transribedmeetings, 24% for Auray. There was no spei� e�ort done on the automatially transribedletures and meetings, so the performanes only give an idea of what an be done without trying tohandle speeh reognition errors. The best result is 18.3% on meeting and 21.3% on letures. Fromthe analysis presented in the previous setion, performane an be improved at every step. Forexample, the analysis and routing omponent an be improved in order to better take into aountsome type of questions whih should improve the answer typing and extration. The soring of thesnippets and the andidate answers an also be improved. In partiular some tuning parameters(like the weight of the transformations generated in the DDR) have not been optimized yet.7 AknowledgmentsThis work was partially funded by the European Commission under the FP6 Integrated ProjetIP 506909 Chil and the LIMSI AI/ASP Ritel grant.Referenes[1℄ E. M. Voorhees, L. P. Bukland. The Fifteenth Text REtrieval Conferene Proeedings (TREC2006), In Voorhees and Bukland eds. 2006.
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